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The MMC at Key Stage 2 reflects the importance of these school years in terms of music progression. 

The key skills and techniques learnt build on those introduced at Key Stage 1 and prepare pupils for 

progression to Key Stage 3, and while singing remains a key thread throughout Key Stage 2 the 

model curriculum will support other aspects of music making – in particular, the opportunity to 

access and make progress on a musical instrument. Instrumental teaching provision will be 

dependent on the availability of instruments and specialist teachers and the opportunities provided 

by the Music Education Hub partner delivering whole-class tuition. A case study of how this may 

work in practice is included as Appendix 5. At the intersection of Year 6 and Year 7, the MMC 

proposes a Transition Project as a way of providing a sense of culmination to the primary phase of 

the MMC and a musical way of demonstrating what pupils have learnt at primary school to their 

secondary teachers when they arrive in Year 7 (see Appendix 6). Through a wide range of activities, 

pupils will further develop their love of music, refining their individual taste and gaining confidence 

to be creative musicians with strong aural skills. They will encounter music by living composers and 

see composition as a current art form. Repetition of techniques is vital to consolidate and gain 

confidence, and songs, chants and listening repertoire are suggested as a starting point.  Pupils will 

continue to internalise key musical skills and techniques through a range of activities including call-

and-response songs and chants, improvisation, movement and active listening. Pupils will create 

music through improvisation, exploring how to write music for a specific purpose, and they will start 

to learn more sophisticated compositional techniques and structures to prepare for Key Stage 3. 

Notation is introduced, initially using graphic score, but moving on to staff notation. Pupils will build 

musical confidence through active engagement with music as performers, music-creators and 

audience. There is a strong intention that pupils should be ‘doing music’ as much as possible, 

including performing their compositions and improvisations both in their class and wider school 

audiences, at least once a term. There should be frequent informal opportunities to perform, and 

pupils should have the opportunity to hear high-quality live performances, either within school or in 

local concert settings. Pupils will further develop their shared knowledge of important moments in 

the evolution of music and of key musicians, including composers and performers, in a range of 

genres and styles. The history of music will be explored in a variety of ways, placing music in artistic, 

historical, social and political contexts, and building meaningful and memorable connections. 

 

 



Key Stage 2: Years 3 to 6 – Overview and guidance In Key Stage 2 Years 3–6 guidance is grouped in 

four sections as follows:  

 • Singing • Listening • Composing: Improvise, Compose • Performing  

The guidance for this Key Stage is supported by the glossary (Appendix 1) and the Chronology 

(Appendix 2). Words appearing in the glossary are indicated in bold italic text the first time they 

appear within the guidance for each Key Stage. The chronology supports the Listening section for 

each year and places a diverse range of music rich in learning opportunities in its chronological and 

stylistic context.  

Indicative musical features The first table below sets out indicative musical features (elements) that 

give language to concepts that pupils have understanding of in sound. Pupils will have experienced 

them unconsciously in many contexts before, building on their work at Key Stage 1, and their holistic 

musical experiences across Key Stage 2 will naturally be far wider than this. The second table sets 

out their progression in knowledge of the constituent parts of musical notation.    


